Curb on Questioning
Touches Off Angry
Clashes at Red Trial
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The court's restrictions kept one
witness from giving anything but
By the Associated Press
her name and background for an
NEW YORK, Aug. 4—Razor- hour while the debate over proper
edged tensions have developed at questioning raged.
the Communist conspiracy trial
The witness, the twelfth called
over what kind of questions the by the defense, was Mrs. Geraljudge will permit defense wit- dyne Lightfoot, a Communist
nesses to answer.
Party functionary in Chicago.
The issue, raised early this week
Shuts Off Questioning.
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of
massacres
homes,
workers’
workers—as they call them—or
force and violence against workers.
“We've had an end to that. We
are here to decide whether these
defendants, these 11 men, are
guilty of conspiring to teach and
defense lawyers. One lawyer was advocate the overthrow of the
shoved into his seat by a deputy Government by force and violence.”
marshal.

when Federal Judge Harold R.
Medina imposed new restrictions
on the scope of defense testimony,
boiled over yesterday in a welter
of angry courtroom clashes.
Several times' the judge called
on marshals to silence protests of

After eliciting the witness’ background, defense lawyers started
to question her about Communist
Party policy regarding Negroes.
Judge Medina promptly shut off
this line of questioning, touching
off an outburst of protests.
The judge has ruled that in
order to speed up the 7 month-old
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Georgetown

trial there will be no more defense
testimony concerning what he has
called "peripheral issues.”
Among these, he has said, is

w'hat the Communists claim they
have done for labor, veterans,
youth, women, Negroes and other
minority groups. Also, the judge
ruled:
"There will be
on

mony

no

lynching*,

testiattacks on

more

said students at the school used
only their first names. She declined to give the names of other
teachers at the camp, nor of the
camp director. The director, she
said, was addressed as “Elizabeth.”
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The
kangaroo’s
young are smaller in proportion to
them than the young of any other
Judge Takes Over.
A
animal.
150-pound female
Repeatedly yesterday he told gray kangaroo has young that are
defense lawyers to “get down to
only one inch long at birth.
the issues” and avoid “broad, gento
long
eral questions that lead
speeches on irrevelant issues.”
“The trial is going to move
now,” the judge said.
To break up a bitter stalemate
on defense tactics in questioning
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the witness, the judge several
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times took over the questioning
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This, too, brought sharp objections from Richard Gladstein
and Abraham J. Isserman, defense lawyers, and Eugene Dennis,
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secre-

Communist Party general
tary and a defendant who is acting as his own lawyer.
insist
Mr. Gladstein accused the judge
of using a “bullying and blustering
tone toward the witness” and of
JIFFY
pointing his finger at her.
“There is nothing about my
INSULATED,
"I
tone,” the judge snapped.
BAG
raised my finger, the rest is sheer
imagination and done deliberately.
*
*
*
You and your colleagues rn when they
buy
here are trying, and again and
again have made positively false
packaged
statements in the record for the A
icecream
purpose of making me appear to
do
and
be biased and prejudiced
ICE C*EAM WON'T MELT
m
the wrong things—that, I am not R
ktlwtn tier* and hem* in
doing.”
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“No More Monkey Business.
He ordered Mr. Gladstein to sit
down, and when the lawyer refused he called for a deputy mar-

shal.
“We will have no more monkey
business here,” said the judge.
“When I desire to ask a question I am fcoing to ask it. I am
through with this interference by
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counsel.”
Mr. Iaserman then began arguing, and refused to heed the
judge's orders to sit down. Twice
the judfce called for a deputy
marshal and .the lawyer sat down.,
When he jumped up a third time,
the marshal pushed the lawyer to

Woodward & Lothrop
10th, 11th F and G Street*

Phone Dlatrict 5300
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his seat.

Dennis, his voice quavering,
complained to the judge:
“You have placed counsel and
the defendants under surveillance
of this court, and the case is
actually proceeding now in that
way and proceeding by a marata
martial
in
shal—and

mosphere.”

Tweed

Most of Mrs. Lightfoot's testimony concerned a Communist
training school in 1946 at Camp

Zip-liner!

Beacon near Beacon, N. Y. She
said three of the Red leaders on
trial, John Gates, Jacob Stachel
and Henry Winston were among
teachers at the camp.
Neither they nor any other party
official ever advocated in her
presence the violent overthrow of
the Government, she said.
Under cross-examination, she
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Chocolate and Vanilla

Girls' Cool Cotton

Fudge, Brazil Nut
Topped, Special

Batiste

pound,

„

super-volue this coot is! Without
exaggeration, you'll wear it for years
to your place of learning or earning,
driving around the country, troveling

cool, washable, 3ainty batiste
pink and blue prints for the
little ond big girls in the family. Sizes

even
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9'xl2' Modem leaf, self
tone, gray.-__$ 1 16.50
1 9'xl7' all over modern
leaf, in beige, gray and

brown_$166.00

green with

JUST 1,000 YARDS

1

IRIDESCENT

1

12'x7'6" small modern
leaf, self tone, green_$101.00
12'x? 1 '6" 18th Century
floral on gray back-

_$151.75
1 12'xl 2'6" modern leaf;
ground.
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Chambrays/
Prints, Stripes,

Widths 39" to 45"

•

Reg. $1.95

to

$3.95 yard.

15'xl5'2" gray

twist.

_.$404.66

12'xl4'5" beige, velvet. $169.37
9'x20'2" Rose, plain vel-

_$185.02
.1 12'xl 711"'gray, plain
velvet. —-----_$219.82
vet.

i

*

1 9'x6'7" rose, tone-ontone, loop weave scroll_$l 09.45
1 9'xl8'8" Rose, tone-on-

!

i
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loop

weave

scroll_$302.13

1

12'x8' aray, tone-ontone scroll 1-_$182.06

1

12'xl4'3"

928 F St. N.W.

(Near Metropolitan Theater)

$132.80
1

$80.80

groy,

scroll-$309.05
1 12'x8'9" beige, tone-ontone

1

scroll_$191.98

12'xl 7'10"
on-tone

1

beige, tonescroll-$383.28

15'x8'7"
on-tone

1
1
1

$121.42

gray,

scroll_$365.06

loop9

1 9'xl 1

'8"\jeige, tone-on-

tone.

1

9'xl9'

green,

$243.30

tone.___$252.00

12'x16'5" green tropical leaf _$289,35
1 12"x 16' 11" green tropical leaf-$226.19
Lilac tropical
1 9'x4'8"
leaf. __$64.98
1 9'xl 1'4'' Lilac tropical
leaf. _„—$151.22
"
1 12'xl0'5 Gray tropical
__

leaf.___$185.75

1

12'xl3'3" gray

tropical

leaf._—-_$234.83
$160.00

T

$87.56

1

$24>.7i

$145.65
$247.24
$153.59
$306.63
$194.76

1
1

1

$66.60
$157.50
_

$170.80

tone-on-

__$318.00
1 9'xl 5' Green, tone-ontone.

1

$213.16

$40.56

_____

_-_$196.87

Rose._-_$213.50

$192.22
$195.00
$323.73
$135.50

$84.48

$9U6
$124.47
$130.80

__$83.25

1 9'xl 2'8". Tone-on-tone.

$175.86

$257.04

__$50.70

vet.

$166.91

$148.02

$312.05
$94.89

1 9'x9' gray flecked vel-

$131.50

tone-

scroll-—,-$234.45

gray,, tone-on-

9'xl2'10" leaf motif-_-$ll8.61
12'xl 4' gray, deep pile
chevron _$321.29
9'xlO' qray, high and
low
pile ____$113.95
12'xlO' green, twist—$155.58
9 x16' gray, twist-$163.50
6'x8' gray flecked velvet

tone-

on-tone
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1
1

1

tone

15'xl3'
tone

$93.20

18th

15'x6'2" green, plain
velvet. _$105.60
1 12'x 14' gray, embossed
$266.45
scroll
em1 12'xl6'2"
gray,
bossed scroll_$306.62
1
9'xl2' gray, tone-ontone loop weave scroll _$202.50

cottons!
and Sheers.
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Solid color

slightly

12"xl 6"

Century
floral, gray background. $208.64
1 12'xl 8'6" modem leaf,
self tone. Rose.-$240.27
1 1 5'x9'gray twist.-$243.75

36" WIDE

1 to 4 Yards

gray.-$164.37
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W&L—Coats and Suits, Third Floor

Aisle 2. First Floor

OPEN SATURDAYS
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40 Smart summer suits of Hope Ski 11
man Cool-Seeker fabric and Kool-Kords,
precision tailored by Duchess Royal. Four
one and fivego-everywhere styles
button classics with long sleeves, double
breasted suit with long sleeves, short
sleeve, short belted jacket style. Washable, crisp cotton in tan, gray, blue,
Sizes 10
with white cord.
areen
to 18.

$2, $2.50, $3, $4

Were

Works

Carpet

$10’5

Were $17.95

For good correspondence and little reattractive papers immembrances
from
Switzerland.
Correspondence
ported
cards, note paper, writing folios with
assorted sizes of paper, single and folded
sheets. Assorted colors.

You Can’t Cot Better Work
at Any Price

just
long life, shape retention
like costly coats! Grey, brown. Sizes 10

on

*

W&L—Girls' Furnishings, Fourth Floor

300 Boxes Imported
Swiss Stationery

Woshed

Repaired

Flecked all-wool

Buy

in

4 to 16.

..

ito 18.
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300 Pairs

pajamas

looks
Rich creamy fudge
brazil
with
big
mouth-watering, topped
chocolate or
nuts scattered over it
vanilla to your taste. Candy the children
will love, your hostess will open to serve
right away. Very special at this low price.
that

Pajamas,
W«re $2.95

e

canvas

Pentagon, Virginia

The
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W&L—Confections, Aisle 24, rirst Floor
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emrose
12'xl4'6"
bossed scroll-$275.79
9'x7'7" beige, embossed
scroll. _$110.24
9'xl 3'3" gray, embossed
$189.34
scroll.
9'xl 8'2" gray embossed
scroll. ___—_$257.00
9'x9' mauve, embossed

scroll.___$130.05

1 9'x8'4" green, embossed
___!__$124.55
scroll.
em1 12'xl3'6" beige,
bossed scroll.-$257.10
1 I2'x9'6" rose, embossed
_

scroll._$182.61

$254.40
$201.60
$231.48
$180.96
.....

$51.99
$120.98.
$148.60
$187.87
$220.60
*

$88.20

$151.48
$205.48
$104.04
$99.64
$201.68
$146.09

0
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